
An explanation of The Observable Universe Art-Peace

 We are about to calculate the Diameter & Circumference of the Entire Observable Universe 
using this Art-Peace called “The Observable Universe”. The following is the scientific notation for the 
Diameter in meters of the Entire Observable Universe. 8.8 × 10 raised to the 26th power will give you 
880 septillion meters which is equal to 93 billion light years. The Diameter of the Entire Observable 
Universe. Then to figure out the Circumference of the Entire Observable Universe you then simply 
multiply the diameter of 93 billion light years times pi (3.141592653...) giving you the circumference of 
the Entire Observable Universe which is 292.17 billion light years.        

 Let us break down how to 1st find the Diameter hidden in the the Hebrew Bible, the Holy 
Torah. At the Top of this Art-Peace is Shemot or Exodus 25:16 which says “And thou shalt put into the 
ark the testimony which I shall give thee.” In Hebrew, the numerical value of this passage is equal to 
“3036” so let’s analyze the ancient passage for a moment. Maybe it’s possible to find the Diameter of the 
Entire Observable Universe using these “26” letters that make up Exodus 25:16.                                                               
  

 First let us ask 3 Questions about this passage. Question#1). What is the testimony? The 
testimony is the “10” commandments which is represented in this    Art-Peace by the “10th” letter 
Yood in the Hebrew AlphaBet. Question#2). Who is “I”?  “I” is the Divine & Holy Name of G-D who is 
speaking to Moses & has a numerical value of  “26”. G-D wrote the “10” commandments with His 
finger & gave them to Moses saying that he should place the “10” commandments into the ark of the 
covenant. The Yood, & the Hey, & the Vav, & the Hey, is G-D’s Divine Name & when you add up the 
letters in His Name you end up with a numerical value of “26,” the power to which we raise the “10” 
commandments by to find the Diameter of the Entire Observable Universe. There are also exactly 26 
letters in this passage of Exodus 25:16. Question#3). Who is “Thou/Thee”? It is Moses of course, & 
Moses has a numerical value of  “345.” Now we can find the Diameter by using all of these Numbers 
3036, 345, 10, and 26. As 3036 divided over 345 x 10 to the 26th power will give you the Diameter of 
the Entire Observable Universe, which is 880 septillion meters & converts to a total of 93 billion light 
years.  

 May we Bless Adonai the King, May we Fear His Holy Name & Remember the Torah of His 
servant Moses. The Hebrew Alphabet is the Genetic Fabric of the Universe, the Holy Torah is the 
Mirrored Reflection of Pure Divine Will (G-D) in the Cosmos, & May the Eternal Light of the Holy 
Torah fall like Rain upon the Earth. May this Art-Peace shed the Light & the Truth of the Holy Torah’s 
Sublime Wisdom upon all those who See it & Hear the Words therein, & May this Art spark Holy 
conversations that are pleasing to our KING, the Holy One Blessed be He forever & ever Hallelu’Yah 
amen! 

Additional information comes with Art.  

Discoveries, Literature, & Art by “Tsophnat Paneach the Speed of Light Artisan” 

Meaning “Decoder of Mysteries” = “The one who explains what is hidden”  

The place where Astrophysics & Art collide! Esm.us All Art inspired by the Hebrew Bible


